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Radical–ion-pair reactions were recently shown to represent a rich biophysical laboratory for the appli-
cation of quantum measurement theory methods and concepts. We here propose a concrete experimen-
tal test that can clearly discriminate among the fundamental master equations currently attempting to
describe the quantum dynamics of these reactions. The proposed measurement based on photon statis-
tics of fluorescing radical pairs is shown to be molecular-model-independent and capable of elucidating
the singlet–triplet decoherence inherent in the radical–ion-pair recombination process.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Spin-selective radical–ion-pair reactions represent a rich bio-
physical/biochemical system in which spin degrees of freedom
can dramatically influence the fate of biologically significant chem-
ical reactions. The study of radical–ion-pair reactions is at the core
of spin chemistry [1], by now a mature research field directly
related to photochemistry [2] and photosynthesis [3]. Radical–
ion-pair reactions determine the late-stage dynamics in photosyn-
thetic reaction centers [4,5], and furthermore there is increasing
evidence that radical–ion-pair reactions underlie the avian com-
pass mechanism, i.e. the biochemical compass used by migratory
birds to navigate through the geomagnetic field [6–12]. Hence
the fundamental understanding of these reactions is of high
scientific interest.

Radical–ion pairs are molecular ions created by a charge trans-
fer from a photo-excited D�A donor–acceptor molecular dyad DA,
schematically described by the reaction DA! D�A! D�þA��,
where the two dots represent the two unpaired electrons. The
magnetic nuclei of the donor and acceptor molecules couple to
the two electrons via the hyperfine interaction, leading to sin-
glet–triplet mixing, i.e. a coherent oscillation of the spin state of
the electrons. The reaction is terminated by the reverse charge
transfer, resulting to the charge recombination of the radical–
ion-pair and the formation of the neutral reaction products. It is
angular momentum conservation at this step that empowers the
molecule’s spin degrees of freedom to determine the reaction’s
fate: only singlet state radical–ion pairs can recombine to reform
the neutral DA molecules, whereas triplet radical–ion pairs recom-
bine to a different metastable triplet neutral product.
ll rights reserved.

inis).
The fundamental quantum dynamics of radical–ion-pair (RP)
reactions rest on a master equation satisfied by q, the density ma-
trix describing the spin state of the molecule’s two electrons and
magnetic nuclei. This master equation has to describe (i) the uni-
tary evolution of q due to the magnetic interactions within the rad-
ical–ion pairs, which is straightforward, (ii) the loss of radical–ion
pairs due to the recombination reaction leading to the creation of
neutral products and (iii) the state change of unrecombined radi-
cal–ion pairs. The perplexity of the combined presence of all those
phenomena is partly the reason behind the ongoing debate on the
particular form of this master equation. The current standing of
this debate is the following. Kominis derived [13] a master equa-
tion for the term (iii) and put forward a master equation [14] for
the reaction term (ii). Another master equation was introduced
by Jones and Hore [15], while several authors [16–18] argued in
favor of the traditional master equation of spin chemistry. So the
same physical system is currently described by three theories. This
situation is clearly unsatisfactory, and although theoretical argu-
ments could in principle point to the fundamentally correct theory
[19–21], the need for an experiment with discriminatory power is
obvious. We will here propose exactly such an experiment.
2. Photon statistics

We will first describe the proposed measurement and explain
the physics behind it in the next section. We consider radical pairs
with equal singlet and triplet recombination rates, kS ¼ kT ¼ k. We
note that different situations with e.g. just a single recombination
channel (for example kT ¼ 0) or asymmetric recombination rates
(for example kT � kS) yield qualitatively identical results. We also
consider each singlet recombination event to be accompanied by a
photon emission. Let N t and N tþdt represent the photon counts in
the time intervals ðt; t þ dtÞ and ðt þ dt; t þ 2dtÞ. We assume that
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the photon emission takes place at a rate r much faster than kS.
Again, relaxing this assumption does not alter the results, unless
r � kS (see Section 4). Thus, the stochastic variables N t and N tþdt

have expectation values Nt ¼ kSdtTrfQ Sqtg and Ntþdt ¼ kSdt
TrfQSqtþdtg, respectively, given by the singlet recombination
products during the respective time intervals. The probability to
actually observe nt (ntþdt) photons is given by the Poisson distribu-
tion with expectation value Nt (Ntþdt).
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Figure 1. We numerically integrate the three master equations for a magnetic
Hamiltonian of the form H ¼ x1s1z þx2s2z . The two Larmor frequencies are
proportional to the respective g-factors, and we took Dg ¼ 2	 10�3, and
x1=k � x2=k ¼ 4	 103, whereas x2 �x1 ¼ 4k. We plot l, the expectation value
of dN , for the (a) Kominis, (b) the Jones–Hore and (c) the traditional (Haberkorn)
theory. For r, the statistical error plotted in (d), to be small enough to allow a
statistically meaningful comparison between data and theoretical expectation, we
chose an initial number of RPs 1013 and we calculate the expected photon counts in
a time interval Dt from Nt ¼

R tþDt
t khQSidt, where Dt ¼ 0:006=k.
We now define the stochastic variable dN � ðN tþdt �N tÞ=Nt .
The difference of two Poisson stochastic variables follows the
Skellam distribution, according to which the probability that
nt � ntþdt ¼ k is given by f ðk; Nt ;NtþdtÞ ¼ e�ðNtþNtþdtÞðNt=NtþdtÞk=2

Ijkjð2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NtNtþdt

p
Þ, where IkðxÞ is the modified Bessel function of the

first kind. The mean and variance of the Skellam distribution are
Nt � Ntþdt and Nt þ Ntþdt , respectively. Therefore the mean and
variance of dN are l ¼ ðNtþdt � NtÞ=Nt and r2 ¼ ðNt þ NtþdtÞ=N2

t ,
respectively. Since Nt � Ntþdt , the standard deviation can be simpli-
fied to r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=Nt

p
. We consider an RP with arbitrary hyperfine

interactions. At high enough magnetic fields, we ignore all hyper-
fine interactions and keep just the Dg contribution to S–T mixing.
Thus the comparison between the various theories is completely
robust and independent of the details of the molecule’s hyperfine
interactions. In Figure 1a–c we plot the expectation value l
according to the three aforementioned theories. We also calculate
(Figure 1d) the standard deviation r (roughly the same for all the-
ories). It is clear that the oscillations in lK decay rather slowly
compared to the oscillations in lJH , which disappear at a rate on
the order of k. Furthermore, the statistical error r remains small
enough for the oscillations in lK to be detectable for a long time
well beyond 1=k. In the following we also elaborate on the
predictions of the traditional theory.

3. Physical explanation

What is the physical meaning of l ¼ hdN i and its decay? The
expectation value of dN is a measure of singlet–triplet (S–T) coher-
ence. Indeed, it is easily seen that l ¼ dhQSit=hQSit , where
dhQSit ¼ hQ Sitþdt � hQ Sit . Obviously, l is maximum when the slope
dhQSit=dt is maximum. The maxima of the slope dhQSit=dt occur in
between the peaks and troughs of hQSit , which are points of mini-
mum singlet–triplet (S–T) coherence. In other words, the maxima
(minima) of l occur at instants in time when there is maximum
(minimum) S–T coherence. Hence it is in the treatment of S–T
coherence where the theories fundamentally differ. We will now
quantify the above considerations.

3.1. Loss of singlet–triplet coherence due to S–T dephasing

The traditional master equation of spin chemistry reads

dq=dt ¼ �i½H;q� � kS

2
ðQ Sqþ qQ SÞ �

kT

2
ðQ Tqþ qQTÞ ð1Þ

The master equation derived by Kominis reads [14]

dq=dt ¼ �i½H;q� � k Q Sqþ qQ S � 2Q SqQSð Þ � ð1

� pcohÞkðQ SqQ S þ Q TqQ TÞ � pcoh
dnS

dt
þ dnT

dt

� �
q

Trfqg ð2Þ

where dnS ¼ kdthQSit;dnT ¼ kdthQTit and pcoh is the measure of S–T
coherence introduced in [14]. The second, trace-preserving Lindblad
term of (2) takes into account the fundamental S–T decoherence
brought about by the continuous measurement of the RP’s spin
state induced by the intra-molecule reservoirs [13,14]. The last
two terms are the reaction terms that affect in q the change result-
ing from the recombination of RPs. The master equation derived by
Jones and Hore [15] reads

dq=dt ¼ �i½H;q� � 2k Q Sqþ qQ S � 2QSqQ Sð Þ
� kðQSqQ S þ Q TqQ TÞ ð3Þ

This master equation follows from (2) by doubling the S–T dephasing
rate and setting pcoh ¼ 0 for all times. The fact that the quan-
tity QSqþ qQS � 2QSqQS represents S–T coherence can be easily
shown rather generally. Multiplying q from left and right by
1 ¼ QS þ QT , it follows that q can be written as q ¼ �qþ ~q, where
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�q ¼ QSqQS þ QTqQT is the incoherent and ~q ¼ QSqQT þ QTqQS the
coherent part of q. It is easily seen that QSqþ qQS � 2QSqQS ¼ ~q,
proving the above claim. The magnetic Hamiltonian is the generator
of S–T coherence. The steady state S–T coherence is determined by
its generation rate through H and its dissipation rate through the sec-
ond term in the master Eqs. (2) and (3). Because S–T coherence decays
at double the rate in the Jones–Hore theory than in Kominis’ theory, it is
seen that the steady state of S–T coherence (oscillation amplitude ofl)
quickly approaches zero in the former, and a non-zero value in the
latter.

The predictions of the traditional (Haberkorn) theory are shown
in Figure 1c. It is seen that l exceeds unity. This is due to the fact
that the traditional theory does not capture the physics of S–T
dephasing that the other two theories do, hence the surviving
RPs oscillate through the same minimum of hQ Si, which in this
example is zero. Thus (a) there are points in time where l has a
small denominator, and (b) the oscillations in l are undiminished.
To summarize, the traditional theory predicts unceasing maximum
S–T coherence, the theory of Kominis predicts a steady-state
non-zero S–T coherence, whereas the Jones–Hore theory predicts
an S–T coherence quickly (in a time on the order of the reaction
time) decaying to zero.

4. Experimental implementation

The proposed experiment can be realized in RPs at which quan-
tum beats arising form the coherent oscillation between the singlet
and triplet states can be observed, as for example in transient-EPR
experiments [22]. Interestingly, RPs which also recombine with a
concomitant photon emission or even absorption have been exten-
sively studied e.g. by Molin [23], although these studies have the
additional complication of RP diffusion, absent from the simple
model of a fixed dyad considered here. An additional complication
is the decay rate of the fluorescing exciplex mentioned earlier. If
RPs accumulate in a slowly decaying exciplex (i.e. r � kS) then
quantum beats will be hardly observable.

Moreover, there are solid state systems which could be used for
the purpose of the proposed experiment. For example, in the PþI�

RP found in photosynthetic reaction centers [24,25], the triplet
recombination results in the formation of 3P molecules which
can absorb 870 nm photons. The absorption (and thus at latter
times the emission) statistics of these photons carry information
similar to what is considered here.

A final point has to do with spin relaxation. The difference be-
tween the predictions of the various theories will fade away if
other spin-relaxation mechanisms are dominant beyond the fun-
damental S–T decoherence process inherent in the recombination
process of RPs. The physical origin of this decoherence process
has been exhaustively explained in [13,14,21]. Additional relaxa-
tion mechanisms can in principle be suppressed, e.g. by performing
the measurement at low enough temperatures. There exist several
experiments where such relaxation channels appear to be slower
than the recombination rates, as for example the ones reported
in [26–28].
5. Conclusions

We stress that the particular measurement we propose is mod-
el-independent, in the following sense. Clearly the time evolution
of observables like hQ Si or the magnetic-field effect (MFE) are pre-
dicted to be different by the three theories. However, in practice it
would be difficult for the measurement to discern absolute differ-
ences in hQSi or the MFE signal, since it would be possible to attri-
bute those to an imperfect understanding of e.g. the RP’s magnetic
interactions. In contrast, in the measurement we propose, normal-
izing the photon count difference by Nt and measuring at high en-
ough magnetic fields where the S–T mixing is dominated by Dg
largely alleviates this problem, and the three theories predict
clearly distinguishable trends, no matter what the details of the
molecular interactions are.
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